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- In the news: System76 Developing a New Desktop Environment; Hetzner Opens New Location in the USA; KDE Plasma 5.24 Introduces Fingerprint Reader Support; Ubuntu 21.10 Released and Finally Includes Gnome 40; Hive Ransomware Hitting Linux and FreeBSD Systems; and SUSE Reaches Beyond the Edge with SUSE Linux Enterprise Micro 5.1 [3]

- Turn Linux into a gaming platform with Lutris [4]

- Working with calendars in the shell [5]

- Discarding photo fails with Go and Fyne [6]

- Turning old hardware into network storage [7]

- An accessible Arch Linux derivative [8]
Valuations and Values [9]

Parse the systemd journal with QJournalctl [10]

Ubuntu 21.10 and EndeavourOS 2021.08.27 [11]

Merging file systems for a simple NAS with MergerFS [12]

A beautiful web radio for a living room music system [13]

TDE: Museum Piece or Modern Desktop Alternative? [14]

This month in Linux Voice [15]

A modern search tool [16]

This month Graham reviews Bela, Quickemu, GPU-Viewer, Maestral, Termux and AnLinux, Space Cadet, and more! [17]

The month Zack Brown reports on wonky typecasting [18]

Stress testing for temperature on a home NAS [19]

The sys admin's daily grind: ASN [20]
• Continuous shooting for detailed photography [21]

• Privacy with a Home Server [22]

• Replacing Android with LineageOS [23]

• Synchronize and back up data with FreeFileSync [24]

• Linux on a smartphone with PostmarketOS [25]

GNU Linux
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